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Africa
Climate research Alumni and Postdocs in Africa
Funding and Networking for Future Leaders
in Climate Research and Protection
JOIN and human systems in Africa.
Climate change will have a significant WHO
impactCAN
on natural
A better understanding of the future effects of climatic changes is crucial for African
societies to find sustainable and suitable responses.

CLAP Africa brings high-potential African researchers in climate change research and protection
together with African alumni of German funding initiatives. It seeks to catalyze uptake and use of research outputs
through a vibrant, highly connected network to facilitate the development of regional solutions.

Choose your CLAP Africa track
As a postdoc Become a Postdoctoral fellow
and accelerate your academic career

As Alumnus/a of a German initiative Join a
vibrant community of researchers and experts

ATTRACTIVE FUNDING SCHEME

EMBARK IN JOINT CLIMATE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

• Postdoctoral fellowship
• Funding for research stays in Germany
• Funding for conference participations

• Advance your knowledge in thematic working groups
with other Alumni and Postdocs within your field
• Benefit from collaboration with distinguished German
mentors

ADVANCE YOUR RESEARCH WITH ALUMNI AND
LEADING EXPERTS
• Benefit from knowledge and expertise of Alumni in
your field through working groups
• Benefit from distinguished supervision
• Get guidance from German mentors
BE PART OF A GROWING COMMUNITY OF
CLIMATE RESEARCHERS AND EXPERTS

GIVE BACK YOUR KNOWLEDGE TO NEXTGENERATION RESEARCHERS IN YOUR FIELD OF
EXPERTISE
• Boost the outreach of your know-how and contribute to
solving a pressing issue of our generation
GROW YOUR NETWORK

• Broaden your network through working groups and
alumni conferences

• Get to know your peers and connect with postdoctoral
researchers, regional and international experts and
practitioners

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS THROUGH A TARGETED
TRAINING PROGRAMME

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS THROUGH A TARGETED
TRAINING PROGRAMME

• Increase your research impact through science
policy advising and skills training

• Increase your research impact through science policy
advising and skills training

WHO CAN APPLY
• African postdocs willing to perform their research
project at a host institution in western/southern Africa
• Project from any field related to climate change
research

WHO CAN JOIN
• Alumni of German funding intiative (private or public)
• Working in climate related field linked to thematic
working groups

